R3280  REBEL  (USA, 1980)
(Revision of No place to hide)

Credits:  director, Robert Allen Schnitzer; writers, R.A. Schnitzer, Larry Beinhart.
Cast:  Antony Page, Sylvester Stallone, Vickey Lancaster, Dennis Tate, Barbara Lee Govan.
Summary:  Melodrama set in 1970s New York. A re-edited version of the 1973 motion picture No place to hide by Robert Schnitzer. Former student activist Jerry Ferguson (Stallone) hitches a ride into New York City with a group of hippies. He meets Laurie (Grimes), a pacifist. In New York, Jerry links up with an underground revolutionary group headed by a belly dancer and a Black Vietnam veteran. They decide to enlist the aid of a revolutionary Afro-Caribbean explosives expert, Marlena St. James (Lee Govan), to blow up the headquarters of a corporation that supplies prison ‘tiger cages’ for use in South Vietnam. Deaf to Laurie’s pacifist appeals, Jerry stays in the group. Meanwhile, the FBI and CIA have planted agent provocateur Tommy (Page) in the group to set them up for a felony arrest. Tommy places the real bomb in Laurie’s car and she is killed.
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